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Abstract. Nowadays, cyber physical systems support the improvement of efficiency in intralogistics by controlling and manipulating the production and logistic environment autonomously. Due to the complexity of the individual production processes, designing suitable cyber-physical systems based on their existing production environment is a challenge for companies. This paper presents
a new methodology on how to design cyber-physical systems conceptually to
suit an individual production environment. Compared to existing design approaches, this methodology matches immediately the required functions to existing information and communication technology’s components insisting on
the neutral assimilation of requirements. Therefore, the requirement specification asks for needed functions in relating to offered functions of information
and communication technology (ICT) components. The paper focusses the use
case of implementing a cutting-edge mobile network technology into an existing tracking and tracing process
Keywords: CPS, Matching, Collaboration, Requirements

1 Introduction
Nowadays, companies pursue the implementation of intelligent systems in their production to keep up with the changing demands towards the flexible production of
tomorrow. Through a dedicated use of information technologies like monitoring systems to supervise the production status of orders and material flows, the production
status can be communicated and visualized in real-time, and an optimized production
line can be analysed per order [1]. These potentials are essential factors for small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to maintain their competitiveness.
However, most companies are limited in time and financial resources to integrate
CPS into the intralogistics of their production. One major challenge is the conceptual
design and the use of information technologies due to the constantly growing market
of CPS. Furthermore, the benefit and deployment depend on many factors as individual required functionalities so that SMEs need to rely on external expertise for inte-
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gration [1,2].
This complexity is caused by the unclear definition how to design CPS[3,4]. Historically CPS are an evolution of embedded systems, so that existing design methods
are based on system engineering methodologies. Using existing modelling approaches
requires the configuration of process models [4–6] but do not support the choice of
suitable information and communication technologies (ICT). In addition, the design
of complex CPSs requires a comprehensive knowledge of these production processes
beneath the knowledge of system engineering, which is usually only known by the
user company itself. Since the market for information and communication technologies grows exponentially, a specialized knowledge of these technologies is needed to
ensure the best possible solutions for a CPS concept and realization. The process of
integrating individual CPSs in manufacturing companies is accompanied by the challenge of knowing and taking into account all relevant interfaces in advance[7].
Hence, this paper proposes a new method to introduce CPS. Since one common use
case for CPS is to connect a tracking and tracing system, this use case serves as an
example to illustrate the provided approach explaining how to choose systematically
information and communicating systems in the intralogistics to transform it to a CPS.

2 State of the Art
These days, the tracking and tracing of products in the intralogistics is essential for
different reasons. On the one hand, products in the reclamation allow the interference
to the reasons of quality lack. On the other hand, tracking and tracing orders and material helps to point out difficulties of the production and logistic processes. The global logistics use standard identification systems, that can register their status autonomously and which are standardized like the EPCIS, for about 20 years [8]. In contrast,
tracking and tracing systems for the intralogistics are mostly insulated applications
referring to the individual company [9]. Due to the changing requirements toward the
productions effectivity caused by the digitalization, tracking and tracing systems need
to get connected to the industrial internet as well as the material and orders of the
company. Therefore, the tracking and tracing system needs to be transformed into a
cyber-physical system.
The conception of a CPS however requires a common definition for all stakeholders, but no commonly acknowledged definition has been established so far [10]. To
develop the approach to match applicant’s requirements and technology functions, the
FIR INSTITUTE FOR INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT invented a functional definition based on the definitions of [11–13], which presents six main functions in a CPS
[14].
Currently, the only designing and modelling methods for CPS refer to configurations of the chosen components in a simulation environment, e.g. in Modelica, Matlab
or Simulink [3,4,15]. Since these tools require user skills to simulate the interdependencies between already selected components, they neither support the selection of
technologies nor are they suitable for the use by untrained system designers. In addition, they don’t involve the applicant into the designing process and do not support
requirement engineering approaches to ensure an entire, solution-neutral requirement
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recording. The selection of the technologies needs to factor new, upcoming ICT because the implementation process of a cyber-physical system takes up to two years in
average [16–18]. Screening the ICT market is moreover incessant to ensure the selection of a sustainable and effective technology portfolio.
For a proper decision-making, the alignment between applicant’s requirements
and technology provided functions needs to be supported by a cost-value-analysis of
given matching results between problems and solutions. The following section will
describe the foundation of the matching methodology.

3 Scientific Approach - The Matching Method Applied to
Tracking and Tracing
As mentioned before, a CPS contains technologies from the cyber and the physical
world. Implemented to tracking and tracing systems, they enable more flexibility and
environment independence when networking transmission technologies are used to
globally connect the tracking and tracing system. Concerning the example use case in
this paper of the connected material tracking in a production, the desired cyberphysical system needs sensors to identify the location of the material. Suitable technologies are e.g. Auto-ID technologies such as RFID or barcode systems. Furthermore, the identification has to be connected to the central local or global controlling
system.

Fig. 1: The six technology clusters and their tasks
Hence, transmission technologies have to be used like Bluetooth or mobile connectivity. To fulfil the aim of the tracking and tracing, the data needs to be firstly transformed by tools like e.g. diagrams and then displayed e.g. on a smart device or a terminal. Finally, the cyber-physical system contains an actuator like e.g. a robot which
can interact due to implemented logics. If there is no autonomic, technical system to
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interact, there is at least a human to react to the events during the production process.
Finally, the CPS needs a stable IT infrastructure as a backbone. This example illustrates the different functions a CPS has to fulfil. Based on case research, the FIR Institute for Industrial Management at the Aachen University formed six technology clusters to categorize information- and communication systems [14]. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the definitions and example technologies for the six technology clusters developed at FIR in Aachen. They were conceived to increase accuracy in describing
CPS technologies, allowing for a more systematic approach towards categorizing
CPSs. As shown in Fig. 1 the technology clusters are:
- Actuators: Actuators represent the means of a CPS to interact and manipulate the
physical world via hard- and software applications. On the one hand, this can be a
hardware like a robot or a motor control. On the other hand, software like a MES
(manufacturing execution system) can control production systems and change its
setup.
- Sensors: Sensors build the antagonist to the actuators cluster. The aim of sensor
technologies is the generation of data. Concerning tracking and tracing use cases,
sensors especially assimilate localization and identification data. Auto-ID sensors
e.g. like RFID-chips support the detection of the location of an item or identification the product being handled, as well as camera systems that automatically recognize the positioning of the work piece and which are monitoring the piece’s
quality are examples for sensors in the industrial context.
- Human-Machine-Interface (HMI): Human-Machine-Interfaces support the decision support. The visualization of aggregated data is a central aim of the technologies referring to this cluster. Corresponding to the tracking and tracing systems,
HMI can appear in the form of a dashboard giving a real-time overview of material and order flows, and can uncover material, information or orders stacks. Theses
dashboards can be displayed e.g. on smart devices (smartphone, table) or on BDEterminals. Other interaction possibilities are realized via speech (e.g. pick-byvoice).
- Data Analysis and processing: The raw data needs to be analysed referring to an
individual task. Referring to the tracking and tracing system, methods like deep
learning build the basic to reduce order or material stockings automatically. Artificial intelligences (AIs) can predict shifts in machine occupancy and change the job
distribution inside the production system to re-establish an equilibrium on their
own.
- IT infrastructure: Essentially, all the data assimilation, processing and transfer
refers to a stable IT infrastructure. The aim of the technologies of this cluster is to
ensure the data, information and knowledge in defined storages like central servers
or in the decentral cloud to keep it retrievable at any time. Corresponding to the
connected tracking and tracing systems, the data needs to be stored and available
for different stakeholders like the production manager to interact if any flow is
stacked or the customer supports to calculate the delivery time. E.g. cloud technologies offer the new flexibility to scale the IT infrastructure according to current
requirements. However, cloud services decrease the control over the processed data.
- Transmission Technologies: Finally, the transmission of data between admission
localization and users need to be realized. Transmission technologies such as mo-
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bile communication, Wireless LAN, Ethernet or bus-systems like ProfiNet© provide the technical infrastructure to exchange data and information within the different agents inside the cyber-physical system. In respect to tracking and tracing
systems, the requirement towards more flexible ways of data transmission increases so that wireless communication technologies such as 4G, 5G, and Wireless
LAN gain in importance. Depending on the environment, their reliability and their
security function lack the requirement so that Ethernet or Fieldbus are the preferable options.
To match the right technologies to individual requirements, a systematical alignment
approach is obligatory. Since available technologies of the market can contain several
functions of different technology clusters, the matching needs to consider functional
overlapping to avoid redundant technology suggestions. Therefore, for all clusters
morphologies are designed with categories, attributes and characteristics.

Fig. 2: Example of the matchmaker
The morphologies serve as a pattern to categorize technologies. If a technology is
sorted into a technology cluster, it creates an own pattern which later on can be compared to the requirement pattern (see Fig. 2). Every technology assigns for at least one
of the clusters. New developments regarding e.g. RFID systems are covering multiple
technology cluster aims. They are sorted into several clusters and the matching algorithm proves the redundancy of the functionalities. In relation to the tracking and
tracing use case, typical technologies like identification and localization systems are
defined by the physical measurement task, the data transmission quality, the existing
clients to run IT systems in general and the desired interaction like visualization via a
touchable display of the humans.
Theses morphologies form the structure for the systematic requirement assimilation presented in section 0 in this paper and shape the framework of the matchmaking
algorithm. Based on the typologies for both the requirements and the technologies, the
matching algorithm can then identify the best matches for requirements and solutions.
This means that the requirements need to be assimilated into the same kind of pattern
like the technologies are clustered. The applicant has to fulfil a questionnaire matching the categories, attributes and characteristics with requirements and to prioritize
these requirements by a paired comparison. The ranking decides the alignment process in which or Hence, every question of that requirement guidance is a translation
from an available function to a customer need. Mostly, one question asks for one
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attribute. Since the six clusters contain more than 15 characteristics per cluster with at
least two attributes, the applicant needs to answer more than 200 questions. To minimize the effort for the applicant, the questionnaire fades out questions corresponding
to answered ones. The fulfilled questionnaire forms than the requirement pattern. The
process in the configurator to extract the requirement pattern efficiently is explained
in the next section.

4 Requirement Extraction
For the requirement extraction, three overhead-use-case-types are given by the magic
triangle of logistic problems [19]. The triangle shows that logistic problems can transferred to an initial issue such as:
A quality process improvement getting better
An efficiency increase  getting faster
A cost decrease  getting less expensive

Fig. 3: The questionnaire process
The three types of use-cases require different pre-sets of combinations of attributes of
the technology clusters and therefore different pre-sets of characteristics. Nevertheless, two of the technology clusters are essential for every use-case-type because of
the definition of a cyber-physical system: the transmission technologies to transfer the
data of the data sources to a central or decentral data store, which is part of the IT
infrastructure.
The first use-case-type Quality requires e.g. all kinds of proving and checking
processes as well as measurement processes. Problems of quality management in the
intralogistics are e.g. producing lots of waste or certify critical products. Stage-Gate
processes are known in the quality management to decide the status of a product. The
second use-case-type Time requires support systems and automation systems. The
pre-set questions focus on Human-Machine-Interfaces and the possibilities to assist
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the worker with wearables.
Talking about industrie 4.0, this use-case-type includes questions about flexibility
and an efficient one-piece production [20]. The third use-case-type costs brings into
focus the problems like too high costs. Compared to the use-case-type time material
flows are analyzed and have to be improved. The recorded IT infrastructure is essential to detect redundant or unused systems. The data analysis need to be specified by
the individual applicant’s problem so that the questionnaire is just reduced to typical
visualization tasks like the overview of e.g. correlations between environment data
(e.g. temperature, humidity) and failures of the products.

5 Summary and Outlook
The matchmaking supports the networking of technology suppliers and applicants and
is realized by an online platform; via whose Web front the requirements are recorded.
For an efficient determination of requirements, the user selects a problem description
from a list of reference application cases, which corresponds to his individual problem
situation (see Fig. 2). The pre-selection limits the following questionnaire to a selection of relevant questions. The structure of the questionnaire provides a continuous
containment of the questions so that the effort of the filling is reduced to a minimum
for the applicant.
Six functional technology clusters built the framework for both, the requirement
assimilation and the technology sorting. Hence, the requirement recording is structured and implemented in a way that gradually limits the number of possible technologies to the compatible and application-specific components from the existing
framework conditions and the specification of the optimization target.
The questionnaire asserts a solution-neutral requirement assessment to ensure that
users are offered the most efficient and effective solution. The CPS matchmaker compares the requirements profile with its broad portfolio of technologies. The solutionneutral formulation prevents companies from using well-known technologies without
knowing all the technologies that functionally fulfill the required task.
Currently, the CPS matchmaker is in the process of recording and validating application cases as well as technologies and their providers. According to the project
sponsored by the Leitmarkt.IKT agency and the EFRE, the CPS matchmaker will be
completed as an online platform by the end of 2018 and will be continually validated
by summer 2019. In addition to the application-oriented reference application cases of
the application partners, further applications for test purposes may be included in the
case of interest. Current information can be viewed at: cyberKMU.de
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